WHAT DOES
“HALF CELL/HALF CUT PV
MODULE TECHNOLOGY”
MEAN?

Half Cell PV Module consists
of traditional polycrystalline /
monocrystalline silicon cells
cut in exactly half. Thus, while
the 60-cell PV module
becomes a 120 half-cell PV
module; the 72-cell PV
module becomes a 144 halfcell PV module. In this case,
PV module dimensions are
almost preserved.

WHAT ARE THE
ADVANTAGES?

1) Current is carried by using
conductors that pass
through the surfaces of PV
cells and connect them to
neighboring cells. There is a
loss of some energy due to
the current passing through
the cell. In half cell, the
internal current is reduced
by half, and the distance of
the conductors on the cell is
also reduced.

2) Half-cell PV modules
absorb the effects of shadow
more than conventional PV
modules. This is achieved by
splitting the entire PV
module string into two,
rather than cutting the cells
in half and supporting them
with bypass diodes.
LOSS: ~33%

LOSS: ~17%

In addition, in PV modules
with half cells, the effect of
hot spots is also reduced,
thus the risk of damaging the
module is reduced

3) Half cells increase the
durability of the PV module
and making it longer life.
With smaller cells, the
expansion and contraction
are reduced during daily
warming and cooling. In this
way, the possibility of
encountering cell cracks is
reduced.
In addition; it is common to
use split "Junction Box" in
half cell PV modules. In this
way, the internal resistance is
reduced with less
metallization. Moreover, the
extra space increases the
internal reflection of light
from the back layer to the
cell surface. Also, the split JB
also divides the heating,
reducing the heating effect of
the output power.

WHAT ARE THE
DISADVANTAGES?
1) If the division of cells into
two is not done with the right
methods, there is a
possibility of encountering
more cracks. It also increases
the risk of defects in the cell's
nature to appear more
quickly.
2) Almost twice as many
solders and joints increase
the number of more
connection errors. However,
as seen, these disadvantages
are easily minimized with
control and inspection of
production process and raw
material.

If you do not want to risk
your investment and waste
your money, contact us. Let
us carry out Factory
Acceptance Test (FAT) and
Provisional Acceptance
Test (PAT) of your producTS

in cooperation with

